NEW RELEASE
Water in diesel fuel is a fact of life. Unfortunately, fuel system damage caused by water is typically not covered by manufacturer warranty. Therefore, removal of that water is vital. The Baldwin BF46062 strips water and removes particle contamination as the OE engine and fuel system manufacturers require. Keep your fuel system clean and working properly at the recommended ISO cleanliness level with the Baldwin BF46062 Fuel/Water Separator.

APPLICATIONS
2012-16 Chevrolet Express Vans, GMC Savana Vans;
2001-16 Silverado Pickups, GMC Sierra Pickups;
2001-03 Chevrolet Suburban w/V8 6.6L Turbo Diesel Engine

CROSS-REFERENCE
ACDelco TP3018; Carquest 96665;
Hastings FF1291; Luber-finer LFF6012;
Napa Gold 3960XE; Napa ProSelect 23960;
Sakura FC-59090; Sure Filter Technology SFF61171;
Warner LFF6012; Wix 33960XE

SPECIFICATIONS
Thread: 3 3/8-8
O.D.: 4 1/32 (102.4)
Length: 6 3/8 (161.9)
Grommets: [1] Attached
O-Rings: [2] Included

PACKAGING
UPC: 7 91440 10477 8
Case Quantity: 6
Case Weight: 5.7 lbs. (2.6 kgs.)
Filter Weight: 0.95 lbs. ea. (0.4 kgs. ea.)
Volume: 0.077 ft³ ea. (0.002 m³ ea.)